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Articles

Missed Opportunities
in the Review and
Revision of Clinical
Study Reports

Gregory P. Cuppan1 and Stephen A. Bernhardt2

Abstract
Circulating written drafts and conducting roundtable reviews are two
important document-development activities in many work sites. Previous
studies suggest that review processes are frustrating for participants and
have substantial inefficiencies caused by conflicting participant purposes.
This article presents two case studies of the document-review practices for
clinical study reports from a large pharmaceutical company, paying particu-
lar attention to whether review efforts contributed to improvements in
document quality. Findings suggest that document review did not lead to
demonstrable improvement in report quality. The authors offer recommen-
dations for improving document-review practices.
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For 17 years, we have consulted regularly with various pharmaceutical

companies to help them improve the quality of their documents. This work

has taken various shapes: providing training workshops to develop effective

individual and team practices, assessing document quality, facilitating

document development in departmental and cross-functional teams,

developing internal procedures and practice guidelines, coordinating uses

of document technologies, and creating annotated model documents. An

increasingly important focus of our work has been on review practices, the

common activity of circulating drafts of reports for comments and revision.

Much of our work has focused on clinical study reports (CSRs), the key

filing documents for new drugs that report experimental studies of drug

effectiveness and safety (Bernick, Bernhardt, & Cuppan, 2008; Fossati

Wood & Foote, 2009). These reports are the focus of this article. Our title

suggests we see room for improvement of review practices.

This article is a follow-up to an earlier study that detailed general issues

with review practices for large documents in pharmaceutical companies

(Bernhardt, 2003). Finding that review was frequently a frustrating and

time-consuming practice, the study suggested that companies would benefit

from review practices that were more intentional, with better articulated

purposes, goals, and procedures. In our work, we have found that best

practices in document review share some of the following characteristics:

� The reviews lead to improved document quality.

� The review practices respect the cost of participants’ time, achieving

some level of efficiency.

� Draft reports move relatively quickly toward final reports, with a

reasonable number of review sessions.

� Review focus, method, and participation are staged according to the

phase of document development (e.g., an early prototype or rough draft

receives different sorts of attention than an almost-final draft).

� Reviews, especially those involving real-time group discussion, focus

on important rhetorical concerns (purpose, audience, argument, logic,

issues, conclusions, implications) as opposed to minor stylistic elements

(word choice, format, order of details, consistency, style preferences).

Reviews should be used to consolidate the strategic knowledge that is

often distributed unevenly across the organization. A truly strategic review

of a CSR marshals pharmaceutical and clinical-development intelligence to

identify critical issues, specific challenges, and arguments that must be

addressed in order to produce a high-quality research report. A strategic
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review as a work practice should help a team discover and reach consensus

on the strongest arguments as warranted by the research data and scientific

understanding. The review should test a document’s usability insofar as it

enables regulatory agents to perform their jobs. A high-quality report

should be designed to meet the needs of the principal users of this document

genre: the drug regulatory agents charged with approving drug products for

specific therapeutic applications.

In this article, we seek to further the understanding of review practices

as applied to large and complex technical documentation. This work is an

extension of other studies of review practices in professional settings.

Paradis, Dobrin, and Miller (1985) first established document review as

a critical site of contentious interaction in a research-and-development

environment (Exxon). These authors contrasted document review from

the opposing perspectives of managers and employees, detailing the ways

that individuals often worked without shared purpose or expectations,

resulting in frustrating differences of perception, feelings of resentment,

and the need to substantially rework documents during successive

reviews. Van der Geest and van Gemert (1997) pinpointed a general

sense of frustration with review processes in several Dutch companies,

noting that ‘‘both writers and reviewers find reviewing the most cumber-

some stage in the process of text production, given that many parties are

involved in it and that it is loaded with different expectations’’ (p. 445).

Henry (2000), working with data gathered by many interns at various

professional sites, found that reviews were ‘‘fraught with second gues-

sing’’ and required ‘‘interpretations of organizational culture to the ends

of adequately and appropriately delivering discursive products’’ (p. 65).

And several studies (Henry, 2000; Katz, 1998; Paradis, Dobrin, & Miller,

1985) discuss the activity of ‘‘document cycling,’’ an activity in which

documents pass through multiple and sometimes conflicting reviews, as

various reviewers weigh in with commentary.

A theme throughout the literature is that document review frequently

brings into play conflicting or competing purposes. In addition to

improving a document, review sometimes functions to evaluate worker

performance (Couture & Rymer, 1991) or to discipline individuals

(Henry, 2000, p. 81). Thus, interpersonal dynamics are frequently in

play. Katz (1998), in particular, highlighted how review processes can

function positively as a way to socialize new workers, helping them

learn how to both write and work successfully within the local culture.

Henry (2000) shared this concern for how interns come to understand

the ways that organizations perform work.
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Some researchers contrast purposes of review in academic circles with

the purposes and expectations of review in work settings. Shwom and

Hirsch (1994) noted the problems caused by review of early drafts. They

explained that the whole notion of drafting, viewed so positively in class-

rooms as an opportunity for feedback and improvement, is typically seen

as inefficient in engineering organizations. The idea that writers need early

feedback on rough drafts is not widely recognized in these professional

environments. Shwom and Hirsch suggested that more carefully character-

izing the purpose of various review stages would smooth the process.

To further our understanding of the complexities of document review,

we present case studies of the review practices for two CSRs from different

projects at one large company. In our assessment of these review practices,

first we interviewed a range of participants about their experiences and

expectations regarding document review. Then we tracked all comments

and edits by all participants during the multiple review stages for each CSR.

We analyzed these data for the kinds and frequencies of review comments

and edits made individually by reviewers and collectively by each develop-

ment team. We also assessed and compared the differences in document

quality between early drafts and the final reports, paying particular attention

to whether review efforts contributed to improvements in the quality of

communication. While our focus is one company’s practices, we will refer

to our corroborating experiences at another large pharmaceutical company.

Like an earlier article (Bernhardt, 2003), this one is shaped by an action-

research agenda (Clark, 2004). By action research, we mean activity in

which partnering clients engage with consultant researchers to identify

problems, collect data, test solutions, and refine approaches through work-

place training and feedback. This project reflects our continuing work as

consultants hired to study, analyze, and improve documentation practices.

Over the past 17 years, we have worked with over 50 pharmaceutical com-

panies to evaluate, coordinate, or improve CSRs, and we have worked in

some fashion with more than 400 such reports. This consulting provides

us an opportunity to see practices from inside organizations. In important

ways, our consulting role limits our control over study design because we

can do only what clients want us to do and are willing to pay for. But it also

means that our clients are ‘‘in on the action,’’ working collaboratively with

us to define the problems they experience with document development and

to improve outcomes. Our clients describe their frustrations, identify prob-

lems with reports, and confirm or reject our suggestions about what is going

right or wrong and what ought to be done. As we interview participants

about work practices, collect data, assess draft and final documents, develop
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training for the organization, and evaluate outcomes, we develop emerging,

shared understandings of the complexities of document development in sci-

entific organizations.

The data in this article reflect our success in convincing two companies

that, to prepare for document-review training, they would benefit by quan-

tifying their review performances and measuring various attributes of per-

formance. Unlike the earlier article (Bernhardt, 2003), which was quite

general in its analysis and moved freely across multiple companies and

projects, this article draws a tight focus on the review cycles for specific

documents. Our goal here is to help reveal what transpires during document

review and to relate those activities to desired outcomes, namely, improved

document quality. This article should interest those in industry who coordi-

nate or participate in review processes, industry trainers who work to imple-

ment best practices, and those in the teaching profession who prepare

professional communicators.

Before we discuss our findings from these two case studies, we present a

background on the genre of the CSR.

Background on CSRs

CSRs are a specific genre of research reports, an important component of

the research-and-development dossier that presents the drug sponsor’s case

for approving a new drug or the extended therapeutic application of an

existing drug. Depending on the stage of drug development, a CSR might

aim to characterize toxicity or tolerability in healthy individuals, pharmaco-

dynamic or kinetic profiles in humans, or efficacy or safety in one popula-

tion or another. Besides showing that the new drug or extended application

is safe and efficacious, as demonstrated by clinical studies and reported in

CSRs, a drug sponsor must (in some markets) show a compelling therapeu-

tic need or economic rationale for the drug. Additionally a drug sponsor

must show, in a comprehensive compilation of research-and-development.

reports of various sorts, that the drug product is a stable, well-characterized

chemical or biologic entity, reproducible within narrow quality standards,

environmentally acceptable, and characterized overall by a favorable risk/

benefit profile. In pharmaceutical development, the CSR is thus situated

within complex scientific, organizational, regulatory, business, and legal

contexts. We describe these contexts and offer an analysis of the genre of

the CSR elsewhere (Bernick et al., 2008). In brief, the CSR helps the phar-

maceutical company that is developing a new drug to establish and build a

convincing information base and argumentative positions for the
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investigational drug’s therapeutic activity and safety in various patient

populations. Without strong, positive efficacy and safety studies, and with-

out the corresponding CSRs, there is no case for approval.

The CSR must describe in sufficient detail the purpose of the work,

the relationships studied, and the specifics of study design, conduct, and

analysis. These details enable the drug regulatory agents (the primary

audience for CSRs) to determine whether the characteristics of an ade-

quate and well-controlled study are present. (These terms, adequate and

well-controlled, are charged with meaning—they broadly signify

whether a study is a success or failure.) The CSRs produced by pharma-

ceutical companies and their contract agents routinely follow the gui-

dance on content and structure issued by the International Conference

on Harmonisation and accepted by regulatory authorities such as the

United States Food and Drug Administration. The underlying generic

structure of the CSR is the familiar scientific journal research report,

but with many adaptations, additions, and requirements that dramati-

cally alter the scale of the reports. The typical CSR submitted to regu-

latory audiences will include 50 to over 100 pages of main text, plus

appendixes that often comprise thousands of pages of patient case

records and data sets.

In terms of argument, the CSR must report and interpret for the reader

both the statistical and the clinical significance—in terms of drug efficacy

and safety—of the findings collected on all subjects enrolled in a study.

Piantadosi (1997), as well as Lang and Secic (1997), suggested that for a

successful study, statistical and clinical reasoning must converge within the

body of the CSR. Explanatory research on pharmaceutical drugs therefore

requires two interdependent logical or argumentative tasks:

� generalizing observations from few to many (statistical reasoning)

� integrating empirical data with theory-based and practice-based knowl-

edge (clinical reasoning)

This demand for the convergence of statistical and clinical significance

establishes two primary argumentative topoi. The study must be designed

to produce results that offer statistical confidence in the findings—that

observed differences in the data (or lack of differences) are determined reli-

ably and suggest a low probability of alternative results upon further study.

Furthermore, the study must make a convincing argument that any observed

differences would actually be relevant in clinical settings, where people

with diseases or conditions are seeking relief.
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The warrants for such arguments are explicitly framed by the study’s

statistical model. While studies may demonstrate small, statistically signif-

icant differences between large groups, these differences might not be

viewed as clinically meaningful. Successful arguments need to establish

warranted claims that respond to questions such as these:

� Is the study well designed and conducted?

� Does the study provide sufficiently strong evidence for efficacy and

safety?

� Does the drug actually affect the disease state or does it merely alter or

suppress certain markers associated with the disease (e.g., reduce heart

attack or stroke incidence vs. reduce cholesterol, improve cancer sur-

vival rates vs. shrink tumors)?

� What are the clinical implications of the adverse-event profile? Do drug

side effects or patient intolerability outweigh the benefits of the drug?

� Will certain patient subgroups be limited in the use of this product?

The need to demonstrate both statistical and clinical significance puts

CSR authoring and reviewing teams into a difficult argumentative

forum—a forum where they must explain that a finding is the result of a bio-

logical process shared by a group of patients that is indeed subject to expla-

nation, measurement, prediction, and ultimately, control.

A study unfolds over time within an emerging framework of data and

understanding, and although hypotheses, methods, populations, and mea-

sures are represented prospectively in the study protocol, a CSR must

account for everything that did and did not go as expected. In any clinical

program, and in any particular study, issues emerge that might be either

expected with a given class of compounds or surprising. Data are often

equivocal, unexpected, or mystifying. Trials are complicated, often span-

ning years and involving hundreds or thousands of subjects at multiple

research sites, often across countries. The studies frequently have signifi-

cant turnover in key personnel.

A key challenge is that a CSR must detail and explain the meaning of

what happened during a study, but it also must avoid constraining the com-

pany if a future study provides results that are inconsistent with prior data,

arguments, or conclusions. The tendency, thus, is to be conservative, espe-

cially in earlier studies, in offering generalizations and conclusions. Once

all studies are completed, the data can be read retrospectively with greater

insight and confidence, allowing fewer opportunities for misinterpretation.

But companies cannot wait to write up earlier studies until later ones unfold
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because timely completion of study reports (complete with logical

arguments, discussions, and conclusions of significance) is generally

required by regulatory agencies.

A pharmaceutical company does have an opportunity to draw study find-

ings together because they must provide to regulatory agencies integrated sum-

maries of all findings on safety, efficacy, and risk/benefit based on the whole,

multiyear program of clinical studies (each with its attendant CSR). In these

integrated summaries, a company can attempt to reconcile inconsistencies or

shortcomings in the data and prior interpretations. Yet, the rhetorical bind per-

sists: The individual report must be well argued and conclusive, addressing any

complexities raised by the study. At the same time, it must leave room for

future interpretive positions so that the whole development program can be

integrated within a coherent summary document that favorably situates the

company for drug approval with as few prescribing restrictions as possible

on disease conditions and patient populations.

The organizational context of the CSR also poses multiple rhetorical

challenges to the development team. A report requires the contributions

of experts of various specializations. Different people routinely write sec-

tions that must come together into a coherent whole. The process might best

be characterized as cooperative authorship, in which individuals contribute

sections according to individual expertise, as opposed to collaborative

authorship, in which individuals or teams actually plan and compose

together. Common practice is to use review as a trigger to foster collabora-

tion and to use review roundtables as a forum for reaching consensus on the

final shape of each section of the document.

The number of individuals closely involved in developing and reviewing

a particular report will vary across organizations and even project teams.

Typically, and true for the cases reported here, the review team will consist

of eight to ten people. The primary author is usually a medical writer, either

employed by the company within a medical writing group or contracted as

an outside agent. Invariably, there is a group of contributing authors repre-

senting various specializations associated with the conduct of human med-

icine research. Most often the group involves a clinician, a pharmacologist,

a drug-safety expert, a biostatistician, and perhaps a geneticist or pharma-

coeconomist. The rest of the review team tends to consist of the head of the

drug-development program and specialists from clinical operations, regula-

tory affairs, or quality control. External medical experts are commonly

involved in the review process, especially if they contributed to study

design or conduct. In our experience, senior managers (associated with the

therapeutic specialty, pharmacology, clinical operations, or regulatory
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affairs) routinely enter the review process late and often engage only in

reviews of pivotal studies or studies with troublesome issues.

Once a drug-filing dossier is submitted to health authorities (the Food

and Drug Administration in the United States, the European Medicines

Agency in the European Union, and various other regional or national

authorities), the filing undergoes rigorous review by teams of internal and

external scientists and regulatory experts. This review process is character-

ized only in general terms because the regulatory authorities are circum-

spect about their internal work practices due to public and political

scrutiny and a desire to maintain an arm’s-length relationship with drug

sponsors. Thus, regulatory bodies are careful about the kinds of communi-

cation their agents have with drug sponsors so that the process appears

unbiased, rigorous, and objective. This rather distant author–audience rela-

tionship makes it difficult for companies to have a good sense of whether

individual reports in the filing are well written and rhetorically successful,

that is, whether they achieve their purposes. Typically the feedback from

the health authority agent is limited to scientific challenges or requests for

clarification. Rarely is there commentary on document quality beyond what

can be inferred when a reviewer misinterprets information or misses a point

of fact. Only in worst-case scenarios do health agencies provide explicit

feedback to drug sponsors about their submission documents. Because

authors and regulatory reviewers are necessarily kept at some distance,

companies must imagine how these reviewers will respond to their docu-

ments, anticipate their reactions, and develop documents that are responsive

to a wide range of reviewers.

We offer this context to underscore the rhetorical and organizational

challenge of constructing CSRs. The reports must do difficult work, and the

companies we work with continually strive to improve the quality of the

reports. They invest immense resources in conducting the studies, and many

scientists devote countless hours to drafting, revising, and finalizing the

reports. They have a vested interest in offering reports that are convincing

in the case for approval, that generate few challenges from regulatory

authorities, and that answer the core questions: Is this study adequate and

well controlled? Is this drug convincingly safe and reasonably effective

in the targeted patient population? Do the benefits outweigh the risks?

Method

The assessments we describe here characterize the review efforts made by

two teams, each engaged in the process of drafting and revising a CSR. Our
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goal was to help the client, a large pharmaceutical company, gain greater

understanding of whether the review efforts of each team were strategic and

effective. We started the assessment by interviewing 21 individuals across

the project teams in order to gain insight into how people in the organization

approached the task of review. Then we examined and categorized the

review comments made by the two document-development teams during

each round of review of two CSRs, each reporting different drug-

development efforts. These two reports were identified by the company

as being at an appropriate stage of development, with review processes just

getting under way. We also assessed document quality to look for improve-

ment between initial and final draft versions of the CSRs. We collected the

data for these studies during 2005–2006. We present our findings as case

studies, organized by project.

Reviewer Interviews

As part of a consulting intervention to improve review practices, we devel-

oped a common set of questions and interview prompts. We interviewed 21

individuals working across the various functional areas associated with

clinical drug development at various operational and management levels.

The client selected all interviewees, the majority of whom were involved

with one of the two document-review projects described here. We did not

interview the report writers (both medical writers) of the two CSRs. We

conducted the interviews by telephone over a 5-week period; each interview

was scheduled for 50 minutes, though some lasted longer. We digitally

recorded the majority of interviews and relied on interviewer notes for those

few that were not recorded. We briefed interviewees on the nature of the

project and the corporate rationale for pursuing the project, and we asked

them to speak openly about their concerns and perspectives. The interview

questions focused on these topics:

� What is the principal focus or main purpose of your review?

� At what document-development stage do you believe your input is most

valuable? Please describe what value you specifically added to the

review of a CSR.

� Does the focus of your review change with the advancement of the

document?

� What works really well in the document-review cycle in your group?

� What does not work so well?

� In general, is a sufficient amount of time allocated for doing reviews?
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Cuppan (the first author) and another senior consultant in our firm

reviewed and independently analyzed the interview recordings. Both

consultants developed a written description that represented current

organizational review practices based on their individual interpretations

of the interviews. We folded together these individual analyses to

generate the overall findings regarding interviewee concerns and per-

spectives about their individual and their organization’s approach to

reviewing CSRs.

Data Collection for Review Remarks

The second phase of the project required tracking review practices as the

documents were circulated. The company used an electronic document-

management system to track and control versions and to collect review

remarks. We received the marked-up versions of the CSR files for each

reviewer for each round of review. Some reviewers marked up paper ver-

sions of the files. We received copies of these documents as well. In one

instance, a reviewer submitted commentary via a series of e-mails. We

received printouts of this e-mail correspondence. We sat in during roundta-

ble review meetings, keeping notes of our observations during these round-

tables. We did not attempt to record the suggested changes or comments on

the drafts during these roundtables; rather, we observed for more general

behaviors.

Categorization of Review Remarks

A single analyst (not either of us) examined the summary files to count and

categorize the review remarks by report section for each draft version of the

CSR. We logged the tallies to an Excel1 spreadsheet. During the early

phases of analysis, a second analyst (not either of us) examined 20% of the

work to verify that the identification and categorization of the review

remarks were accurate and consistent. During a conference call that Cuppan

moderated, the primary and secondary analysts discussed points in which

they disagreed on the identification and categorization in order to clarify

distinctions and make the analysis more reliable. The primary analyst then

completed the analysis. Review remarks were categorized as either edits or

comments (see Figure 1). Edits make specific changes to words, punctua-

tion, sentences, paragraphs, or sections, including changes to numbers in the

text or in tables, without any accompanying commentary. Comments sug-

gest the need for changes to a sentence, paragraph, tabled data, or section
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or question the perceived meaning of a data value or a set of data, providing

some level of explanation of the desired change or why the change is

needed.

Review remarks made in the track changes mode of MS Word1 were all

treated as edits unless the reviewer included a statement regarding why the

specific change was made; in such cases, the track change and comment

were counted collectively as one comment. MS Word formatting edits of

headers and footers, bulleted and numbered lists, and tables were not

counted nor were global formatting changes of font styles. A reviewer’s

highlighting of a text block to indicate the scope of a remark was also

ignored as an edit. If, in one comment post, a reviewer asked multiple ques-

tions or covered multiple topics, then each separate topic was counted as a

comment. Comments left by the author of a report or section were all

counted as review comments (e.g., in-text remarks in a different font color,

notes about edits to be made in future drafts, notes placed in a document to

inform reviewers about data needing to be confirmed, or answers to

reviewer questions).

In a close reading of only the review comments, we established whether

the review comments addressed stylistic versus rhetorical aspects of the

document. Stylistic aspects included language (wording, grammar, style),

organization (local ordering of information), and presentation (format,

layout, labeling). We characterized comments as stylistic if they were

low-level or local as opposed to high-level or global; stylistic comments

Review 
Remarks

Comments

Rhetorical Stylis�c

Edits

Figure 1. Categorization of review remarks.
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addressed formal features of the document, invoking the traditional form–

content dichotomy. In contrast, we characterized comments as rhetorical

if they addressed purpose, logic, interpretation, evidence, and arguments

made in the report. Rhetorical comments suggested adding, deleting, or

changing content in order to correct or align intended meaning, support

arguments, make the logic compelling, or deliver stronger claims, conclu-

sions, or generalizations.

We recognized during the project that some review comments were

editorial in nature and that certain edits (e.g., the addition or deletion

of a specific word such as generally in front of the term well tolerated)

significantly altered the meaning of a particular passage—any edit results

in some change to meaning, and some of those changes are substantial.

Our arguments that follow are predicated on the proportions of remarks

that are edits versus comments and on the proportions of comments that

are stylistic versus rhetorical. We think that these proportions make a

compelling argument that reviewers often misplaced their attention by

focusing on low-level stylistic features at the expense of attending to

rhetorical concerns.

Changes to and Improvements in Draft Quality

We assessed the draft and final versions of each report based on the docu-

ment quality standards that our consulting group had defined (see Appendix

for the assessment rubric). We have used these quality standards for over 15

years, and we periodically revisit the standards and the criteria associated

with each standard to refine the wording and to inform our shared under-

standing as a consulting group. We try to strike a balance in the wording

between our client’s language—the ways they talk about writing—and our

own vocabulary, which is more informed by the research on professional

writing.

We use this rubric to report the results of the document assessments that

we do for various companies. Over time, we have compiled a database of

assessments by document genre (e.g., a chemical synthesis report vs. a pre-

clinical animal study vs. a CSR, which reports on studies in humans) so that

we can offer clients a comparison of the quality of their reports versus the

industry standard. We report numeric results on each of the seven standards

(purpose, logic, context, content, organization, presentation, and language),

and we organize our reports to the clients with generalizations and com-

ments under each standard. These comments, which establish what is well

done in a report and what should be improved, illustrate and give meaning
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to the standards for the client. If we score a report low on the standard of

purpose, for example, we produce a set of criticisms to demonstrate that the

purpose of the report is not explicitly stated, is not carried through to the

conclusions and recommendations, or fails to inform the content or organi-

zation of certain subsections of the report.

We frequently identify illogical or inconsistent interpretations, missing

data, or unresolved issues, describing and exemplifying the problems using

the language of the criteria for each standard. Thus, we do not simply judge

a report to be unclear; we point to specific places where a reviewer would

probably not be able to sort out just what was done or observed. If we say

the logic is faulty, we point to places in the report where a warrant must be

offered to support an interpretation of the data, or we identify gaps between

what was planned for the study and what was actually carried out and

reported. We understand that simply admonishing a writer to be clear or

accurate or complete does little good, so in assessing a report’s clarity of

language or adequacy of content, we refer to specific places in the report,

showing what we mean by providing examples that include suggestions for

improvement. And because CSRs are regulated by health-authority guide-

lines, we are able to use these guidelines to support our judgment that con-

tent is not complete, accurate, or relevant.

Whenever possible, to increase reliability, we use two independent

reviewers to assess a report. Each reviewer spends about 8 hours reviewing

a document and preparing commentary to present to the client. In the cases

reported here, we were only able to have one reviewer do the assessment

and prepare commentary because the company was paying us to improve

its review practices not to assess its documents. The assessments for the two

CSRs reported here were conducted by a single consultant (neither of us)

with extensive document, scientific, and regulatory experience. We draw

on the quality scores and comments offered by this assessor in both case

studies as our primary evidence for whether review processes improved

drafts substantially and whether problems we identified in the early drafts

were addressed in final reports.

We have received repeated confirmations from many companies (we

have evaluated multiple reports for over 50 companies) of the usefulness

of these assessment reports and the accompanying rubric. Typically, clients

will comment that they do not understand how report weaknesses escaped

the attention of their in-house reviewers. They are surprised at the weak-

nesses we find in the report’s arguments and the inconsistencies of interpre-

tation. And they are often surprised to learn that the report did not explicitly

discuss results for all of the study’s end points. They agree with us that the
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conclusions offered often merely restate the results, and they recognize that

the report does not convincingly respond to the regulatory issues that it

raises. With many companies, we then go to the next phase of client

engagement: defining review conduct and training scientists to review doc-

uments according to the quality standards.

Findings From Interviews

Our interview findings suggest that knowledge about good review practices

was poorly distributed across the organization. We did not uncover effec-

tive plans for teams or function areas to inform reviewers sufficiently of

their roles at the outset of the review process. CSRs were typically

distributed with only an advisement regarding the deadline for returning

review comments and a date for the team roundtable review session.

Most interviewees were aware of the company’s standard operating pro-

cedure (SOP) on review practices. But the document describing the SOP for

CSR review provides little useful guidance into effective review practices

because the document largely represents only the who and when of review.

The SOP does indicate that once a document is distributed, reviewers

should identify and help resolve content-oriented (what we term rhetorical)

issues rather than focus on stylistic or editorial issues. But the SOP does not

offer examples to clarify this distinction. It stipulates that reviewer feedback

should be submitted to the author prior to roundtable reviews, a way of

working, we discovered, that is routinely ignored.

Reviewers did not typically distinguish strategic review (perspective-

based reading in order to improve arguments) from quality-control review

(inspection-based reading in order to fix errors). Interviewees suggested

that they saw their role as identifying problems in documents but not neces-

sarily offering solutions that would improve document quality. Their com-

ments suggested that a lack of common expectations and uncertainty

characterized authorship and review at every stage. Interviewees often

stated that only through tenure with the company do people eventually learn

about organizational expectations and adjust their practices to conform to

these expectations. Interviewees described learning ‘‘what to do’’ during

review principally through ‘‘trial and error’’ rather than via mentoring, gui-

dance documentation, or training.

Interviews with many of the senior (in terms of tenure) reviewers and

approvers suggested that judgments of quality were often predicated on

what was done in previous documents or projects that received senior-

management or external approval. In such cases, arguments were based
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on ‘‘how documents have been done’’ as opposed to how content and

arguments might best be managed in a particular document under

review. Interviewees suggested that a common bit of advice proffered

to new writers was to route them to previous project documents with the

instruction: ‘‘Write your section of the report just like this one.’’ The

contributing authors were then left to their own devices to surmise what

aspects of the report made it a model document worthy of emulation. A

lack of shared, articulated standards of document quality thus hampered

both authorship and reviews. We view this situation as a missed oppor-

tunity to mentor and socialize new workers, an important purpose of

review (Katz, 1998).

Interviews suggested that the purposes and audiences for CSRs were

neither well understood nor made salient during reviews. None of the

interviewees suggested that a helpful role in the review process would

be to act as a surrogate for the ultimate reader of the CSR, the external

health-authority regulator. We found little evidence to suggest that issues

were considered from the perspective of the primary audience. Often,

issues were addressed to explain what an individual or part of the team did

as a kind of accountability maneuver, to make sure someone or some

department was ‘‘covered.’’

The interviewees generally estimated that the vast majority (over 80%)

of their own review comments addressed matters of rhetoric or argument in

the CSR—the intellectual content of the report. When explaining what they

actually did during review, however, many interviewees described their

actions as focused on assessing the accuracy of the data and the ways in

which the data were presented and described in the text rather than asses-

sing whether and how the data supported the arguments or messages being

made in the document. We thus sense a lack of fit between their stated intent

and their actual performance.

The Two Cases

The company operated from two principal locations, one in North America

and one in Europe. Each clinical study was conducted by a team drawn up

with people working at each of the sites. These teams were responsible for

generating the CSR. Each team member represented a specific scientific or

professional discipline. Team members were likely involved with multiple

research studies, aligned within a specific product-development program or

therapeutic area.
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Case 1

This CSR described an early phase of research. Two draft versions were

taken through review. The team, consisting of 10 members, reviewed only the

body of the report, not the appendixes, which numbered in the hundreds of

pages. In the final version of the report, the body consisted of 52 pages. After

the medical writer released draft 1, the team had 5 days to review it; for the sec-

ond draft, the team had 3 days. A roundtable review meeting followed

each review period. Of the 10 invited reviewers, 6 participated in the roundta-

ble: Four reviewers attended the first session, and six attended the second.

Both roundtable reviews were technology-facilitated meetings, mediated

via an Internet-based conferencing tool to view the document and a tele-

phone link to offer and listen to review comments. Reviews advanced on

a page-by-page basis, with the team viewing the projected document in real

time as the author, a medical writer, either made the changes endorsed by

the meeting attendees in the displayed file or left a remark to be resolved

later. The elapsed time to move from the first draft to the published version

of the document was 8 weeks.

Findings on Categorization of Review Remarks. The overwhelming majority

of the review remarks were edits as opposed to comments, and the majority

of these comments concerned stylistic issues versus rhetorical issues. No

comments centered on whether the document sufficiently addressed issues,

followed an effective argumentative strategy, or achieved its purpose. A

few comments directly addressed interpretation of study results. In total,

we identified 352 remarks, 237 made on the first draft and 115 on the final

draft of the report (see Figure 2). Of those remarks, more than 97%
addressed style concerns: word choice, table design, or low-level edits. The

few remaining comments addressed rhetorical considerations: added con-

tent, deletions, and changes in wording that affected interpretation of

findings.

Observations on Review Practices. When circulating the drafts for review,

the medical writer advised reviewers to review the document according

to their areas of expertise. But the writer did not further advise reviewers

regarding how to engage in the task of review, what parts of the document

to examine, or who might have overlapping expertise.

During the roundtable review, the medical writer sought the team’s

endorsement for each page in turn in the body of the report (a total of 52

pages), asking reviewers if they had any concerns or questions related to the
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currently projected page of the draft document. The reviewers principally

narrowed their focus to the projected page, making little attempt at a more

global evaluation. This approach appeared to encourage reactive versus

reflective review remarks. Reviewer comments focused on inspecting sty-

listic and grammatical deficiencies at the page level instead of considering

how messages and issues were handled within and across sections of the

report. Reviewers appeared to be socialized to offer comments exclusively

on what was wrong with a document because none of the comments

addressed what a reviewer found as appropriate or well done in a draft.

The company’s SOP states that to facilitate roundtable review, reviewers

should either be familiar with the whole report or have their copy of the doc-

ument and the consolidated review comments in front of them. Comments

made by reviewers during both roundtables suggest that some attendees did

not have the most recent version of the document in front of them and that

some had not read the document completely before the start of the round-

table review session. The medical writer admonished the reviewers during

both meetings in such terms as these: ‘‘If you had read it from the begin-

ning, then you’d see that....’’ Lack of reviewer preparation likely contribu-

ted to the prevalence of stylistic comments and disagreements as opposed to

intellectual, rhetorical, or content discussion.

Our analysis of interview commentary indicates that many felt that

roundtable reviews failed to leverage their particular expertise because

meetings often became bogged down in attending to minor stylistic matters.

During the two roundtable reviews, we observed senior reviewers engaged

in discussing mechanics and minor stylistic adjustments. For example, an

extensive discussion focused on whether to describe data as clinically

First Dra� 
Review Remarks

237

Comments
44 (18.5%)

Rhetorical
6 (13.6%)

Stylis�c
38 (86.4%)

Edits
193 (81.5%)

Final Dra� 
Review Remarks

115

Comments
11 (9.5%)

Rhetorical
2 (18%)

Stylis�c
9 (82%)

Edits
104 (90.5%)

Figure 2. Categorization of review remarks for Case 1, first and final drafts, n (%).
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‘‘relevant’’ versus ‘‘meaningful’’ and whether to use the phrase ‘‘statisti-

cally significantly reduced’’ versus ‘‘statistically significant reduction.’’

In spite of the directive in the SOP to focus roundtable reviews on content

as opposed to style, the reviewers frequently digressed or engaged in long

discussions about minor matters of language and format that greatly

extended the length of the review meetings. The result was that some indi-

viduals attending the meeting solely to address one or two particular points

in the document left to attend to other matters and then could not be found

when their points of interest finally entered the discussion.

Additionally, we observed another disruptive behavior pattern: extensive

and often lengthy side conversations that were largely unavailable to

reviewers on the other end of the teleconference. At times the side discus-

sions, combined with the ambient room noise, made it difficult to hear and

follow the primary discussion topic. Our observations suggest that

reviewers were not aware of how negatively such behavior affects effi-

ciency in technology-assisted collaboration. The amount of time (more than

4 hours) required for each roundtable was complicated by cross-continental

logistics, which made the need for efficiency and clarity a top priority.

Issues were rarely discussed from the perspective of the ultimate audi-

ence of the CSR, the regulatory agent. Principally, individual reviewers

addressed issues from the perspective of what had been done in other teams

in the past. The team spent considerable time clarifying for individual team

members what the data represented (how it was collected, categorized, and

measured). Little time was left for discussions of interpretation (i.e., what

the data might mean or what their argumentative force might be). During

roundtables, the teams did not reach any consensus on how they actually

preferred to interpret the clinical significance of the research data.

More important, the team did not discuss how a skeptical regulatory

agent might interpret findings and the consequences of such interpreta-

tions. For example, though discussed in both roundtable sessions, the

relevance of the frequency of particularly important adverse events in

patients receiving the test drug was left unresolved. The reviewers did not

commit to an interpretive position. Instead, they decided simply to restate

results in the conclusion section, repeating the data as opposed to offering

an interpretation or conclusion.

Reviewers resolved conflict in one of three ways during discussion: (a)

by retreating to precedents established in previous documents, for example,

by saying ‘‘This is the way we did it in previous reports’’ and moving on; (b)

by subordinating and minimizing the representation of the issue in the text,

for example, by minimizing description of troublesome adverse events; or
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(c) by ignoring the issue because they did not have a strategy or were

uncomfortable with committing to a strategy for resolving the issue. Only

rarely within the document or during the roundtable review did a reviewer

raise an argument for how work might best be represented in the report,

given the existing rhetorical situation. We rarely witnessed any appeal to

audience, to how the regulatory reviewer would react to an unresolved

issue, to the lack of an interpretive position on a study objective, or to the

lack of supporting data on a stated conclusion. We also rarely heard com-

ments framed within a rhetorical strategy, that a finding or complication

should be represented in a certain way because doing so would build a

stronger case for approval.

Quality Assessment of Draft and Final Reports. Our document assessment

suggested that changes from the first to final draft led to only marginal

improvement in quality, despite the number of changes requested during

review and the extended roundtable discussions. Our assessor identified

several major faults in the final report that also were present in the first draft

and were not subsequently addressed by the review team in either round of

review:

� The purpose of the research study was left unclear beyond simply

reporting the results of the trial. While the study objectives—to evaluate

the pharmacokinetics and evaluate the bioavailability of two formula-

tions—were perfectly clear, readers were offered no insight into why

the two formulations were being evaluated (i.e., what was the company

trying to learn from this study? Did they want the formulations to per-

form in a similar manner or were they looking for the best formula to

advance in further studies?). Without understanding why the study was

performed, regulatory agents reading the report cannot possibly ascribe

significance to the study findings. Without an explicitly stated purpose,

readers cannot follow the logic from objectives to results to interpretive

conclusions.

� The safety narrative in the CSR merely restated study data without

drawing any conclusion. As is typical in most CSRs, this report included

the evaluation of safety parameters as a major study objective. But to

fulfill the study objectives, a report should offer high-level conclusions

and a discussion of safety and tolerability. The narrative also failed to

advance any argument about the relationship between drug safety and

patient tolerability for the drug. In the Conclusion section of the report,

only a single bulleted point addressed the study objective of safety.
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Safety conclusions should have been presented and justified, especially

in light of the fact that major, drug-related adverse events occurred in

40% of the subjects. Additional contextual information could have been

included in the Safety Evaluation section in order to build support for

the assertion in the Discussion section that the major adverse reactions

seen in the study are common with this class of drug agents.

� The Conclusion section essentially repeated study findings without

offering interpretive positions on clinical significance.

� The results reported in the Conclusion section presented values that

were slightly different than the values in the Results section. Precision

is a hallmark of a well-written research report, and such inconsistencies

may, in the mind of the regulatory agent, cast doubt on the representa-

tion of other data in the CSR.

� Key research issues were left unresolved. The report introduction men-

tioned that the study would closely follow three adverse events of spe-

cial interest, yet no further analysis or discussion was provided on the

three events.

� The Results section of the report lacked deductive organization. Many

of the subsections began, ‘‘Data are summarized in Table X and Table

Y,’’ or ‘‘Protocol deviations are listed by subject in . . . ’’ Main mes-

sages were not positioned prominently but routinely appeared some

three to four paragraphs into the subsection.

The assessor made many more comments under each of the quality stan-

dards, identifying problems with the report that should have been corrected

between the first and final drafts. The preceding bulleted points underscore

that the report was not responsive to the purpose standard—any of these

shortcomings would undermine the report’s authority and likely raise

troublesome challenges from health authority reviewers. To allow such

problematic issues with the report to persist through two review cycles

without being identified, addressed, and resolved is a shortcoming of the

review process.

Case 2

The contextual details regarding the corporate SOP for review apply to Case

2 as well. The CSR in Case 2 had two draft versions plus an additional

review that covered only the rewrite of the Discussion section in the CSR.

We collected formal review comments from 10 members of the review team

and observed two roundtable review sessions.
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As in Case 1, the review team focused on the body of the report, not the

appendixes. The first and second drafts were 198 and 226 pages in length,

respectively. A separate review of the Discussion section, a document that was

four pages in length, addressed the substantial rewrite of this section by a senior

team member. The elapsed time to move from the medical writer’s release of

the first draft to the published version of the document was 13 weeks.

As in Case 1, the review team in Case 2 used roundtable reviews to adju-

dicate outstanding review remarks and to provide reviewers who did not

submit marked-up documents to the medical writer a forum to share their

review remarks with the team. Here again, the method for review was to

move through each page in serial progression, with the medical writer ask-

ing whether anybody in the convened group had comments. From time to

time, the medical writer would identify a passage that had conflicting

reviewer comments and suggest an approach to reconcile the comments.

Findings on Categorization of Review Remarks. For the first draft, there were

six reviewers providing commentary. Four of the reviewers made their

review remarks in the MS Word version of the document while the other

two reviewers provided remarks as marginalia on hard copy. One reviewer

also provided additional review remarks via an e-mail message. The review

team made 674 review remarks on the first draft (see Figure 3). Of this total,

181 were either comments made in MS Word comment boxes or as margin-

alia on hard copy. Of these comments, 69 attended to rhetorical matters in

the report.

Most of the review comments (112 of the 181) attended to elements of

the document: completeness and accuracy of data, language or word choice,

First Dra� 
Review Remarks
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Comments
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Rhetorical
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Edits
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Review Remarks
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Figure 3. Categorization of review remarks for Case 2, first and final drafts, n (%).
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and data presentation. Such concerns are important and addressed under

organization, presentation, and language, the more formal standards in our

document-assessment rubric. Here are examples of review comments that

attended to stylistic elements:

Write this statement like we did in the Study 754 shell.

Put this sentence in a different paragraph.

Should we call ourselves Sponsor or use [Company Name]?

Make the columns in the table narrower.

I’d break this up into two paragraphs.

In contrast to the many stylistic comments, no review comments addressed

the overall argument, integrity of key messages, resolution of issues, or

completeness of the logic trail. In terms of our document standards, the

review comments tended not to address the large rhetorical issues of pur-

pose, logic, context, and content.

The majority of review comments (108 of the 181) on this first draft

were made by the clinical program director, who reviewed on hard copy.

Many of his comments were queries to the medical writer about data and

details on individual subjects profiled in the report. The medical writer

provided handwritten responses to all 108 comments. As the following

examples demonstrate, the program director’s comments were challen-

ging in tone and provoked a defensive reaction from the medical writer:

Program director comment: Why do we have this table in the report?

Writer response: Since it was part of the data programming, the team made

the decision to keep it in the report.

Program director comment: How was this related? How low was the platelet

count in this subject? What was the dose?

Writer response: Why do you keep asking these questions? I told you that

details of this type are presented in the individual patient narratives.

Program director comment: This table is missing details. Why do you not

have descriptions in table?

Writer response: If you had gone to last page of the table, you’d have seen

these details appear as footnotes.

In the roundtable review, many of the comments focused on word choice,

phrasing for table titles, or formatting (how to display a table on the page).

Here are some examples the reviewers discussed:
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� whether to use the term application or administration with regard to a

therapy

� whether to say correlation coefficients were generally negative or to

select a different word

� whether to change phrasing to accommodate this reading: ‘‘From a sty-

listic standpoint, I would take out the phrase The onset of . . . as you are

talking about time to onset.’’

� whether to accommodate this review comment: ‘‘Can you insert a line

between SOCs to make it more pleasing to the eye?’’

� how to respond to a comment that tables need better ‘‘headers’’

Discussions of word choice are clearly connected to meaning, as in the fol-

lowing example, which raised discussion of terms: ‘‘Adverse Events Lead-

ing to Deaths (AEDs) in subjects experiencing difficult to control partial

seizure.’’ One reviewer did not want to state difficult to control and sug-

gested using the term pharmacoresistant. Others felt that using the term

pharmacoresistant would alter the intended meaning of the passage and

rejected the change. Such stylistic changes are clearly important, but they

are also at a fairly low level in terms of the overall arguments in the docu-

ment—their rhetorical force is local, not global. Occasionally, a reviewer

would attempt to keep simple stylistic changes separate from the roundtable

review: ‘‘Biostats requests some wording changes—will give them to med-

ical writer after roundtable.’’ Typically, however, low-level suggestions

tended to occupy the attention and time of everyone at the roundtable.

The second, or final, draft, had eight reviewers; four of the eight had also

participated in the first-draft review. Some major rhetorical issues raised by

reviewers in the first draft regarding how to interpret findings remained unre-

solved in the second draft. The team was apparently struggling with how to

characterize study findings on the lower of two drug doses used in the study

because the efficacy results for this dose did not achieve significance.

The review team made extensive edits on this second draft (2,504 of the

2,690 remarks were edits; see Figure 3). The majority of these edits were

made by three reviewers. The following example is typical of these edits:

Subject 116407, a 24-year-old male randomized to the ABC 400mg/day treat-

ment group, was discontinued during the Titration Phase due to an increase in

QTc greater than 60ms between Visit 3 and Visit 4. This QTc result was not

confirmed by the central reader.

The edit changed the passage to read as follows (change underlined):
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Subject 116407, a 24-year-old male randomized to the ABC 400mg/day treat-

ment group, was discontinued during the Titration Phase due to an increase in

QTc greater than 60ms between Visit 3 and Visit 4. This protocol directed

action was taken prior to confirmation by the central reader.

This edit is important because it makes clear that the discontinuation was in

accord with the study design’s requirements—that it was per protocol—so

that the reader would not infer that a deviation in study conduct occurred.

A second example of a typical edit leads to minor improvement:

There were 6 subjects in the ABC 200mg/day treatment group . . . and 1 sub-

ject in the ABC 400mg/day treatment group . . . that had normal alkaline

phosphatase values at Baseline that shifted to high at end of Treatment.

The edit changed the passage to read as follows (change underlined):

There were 6 subjects in the ABC 200mg/day treatment group . . . and 1 subject

in the ABC 400mg/day treatment group . . . that had normal alkaline phospha-

tase values at Baseline that shifted to above normal (high) at end of Treatment.

More than half of the review team’s comments on this final draft were

rhetorical (104 of the 186). The following example represents a rhetorical

issue that was appropriately raised and addressed during the roundtable.

A reviewer wondered about the validity of a claim in light of other data:

There does not appear to be a withdrawal effect associated with reducing the

dose of ABC by 200mg/day/week.

Ultimately, the claim is recast and rewritten as follows (change underlined):

Based on analyses for increased seizure frequency and AEs reported during

the Taper Phase, there does not appear to be a withdrawal effect associated

with reducing the dose of ABC by 200mg/day/week.

This comment and change align specific data with a generalization, result-

ing in an improved argument; admittedly, the change is at a local level in

terms of argument strategy within the CSR.

An additional review of the Discussion section was made by five of the

team members. Their objective was to address issues and rhetorical posi-

tions left unaddressed at the end of the final round of review. A senior proj-

ect team member made a number of substantial edits intended to satisfy

these communication weaknesses (see Figure 4).

Our analysis showed that these reviewers engaged in a meaningful

attempt to address some of the communication weaknesses found in the
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discussion section, but they also placed extensive effort into editing pas-

sages previously reviewed and deemed acceptable by the full team. Of their

61 review remarks, 50 were edits placed in sections that had been previ-

ously reviewed by the full team. In our opinion, many of these edits did little

to alter the communication quality of the particular passage. Many edits

involved deletion and insertion of words:

� The phrase change in sample size was edited to sample size increase.

� The phrase seizure frequency reduction was edited to reduction of sei-

zure frequency.

� The phrase may be due to an increase in was edited to may be from an

increase in.

The majority of review comments addressed stylistic elements, typified by

these comments:

Switching these sentences flows better.

Add the word generally here since next paragraph uses this modifier.

Remove since this wording is not used in the previous paragraph.

In contrast, there were several comments that attempted to consider com-

munication quality:

Discussion Sec�on
Review Remarks

61

Comments
11 (18.0%)

Rhetorical
4 (36.4%)

Stylis�c
7 (63.6%)

Edits
50 (82.0%)

Figure 4. Categorization of review remarks for Case 2, review of report discussion
section.
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I think the comment re: reduced effect size is confusing because . . . I

suggest to drop and just describe the data.

I think this is a more neutral comment re. results than the word

variability.

Using significant implies statistical testing. I would reword . . . .

Observations on Review Practices. During these roundtable reviews, organi-

zational goals, document purpose, and audience expectations were never

explicitly described or discussed. Reviewers were clearly working with

an eye to the future—wanting to hold off on committing to an interpretation

of the study data until data from other studies had been finalized and com-

pared with these data. The reviewers raised some meaningful topics, but

these topics were not effectively addressed during the roundtable reviews.

Our observations of both roundtable review sessions suggest that

some reviewers were reading the document for the first time during the

course of the roundtable meeting. This unfamiliarity with the document

raised the noise-to-substance ratio because it created a need for lengthy

side discussions (often involving only two individuals) to either discuss

study results or inform an individual about reporting expectations.

Both first and final drafts went into review with substantial holes: miss-

ing data, absent analyses, and incomplete interpretations. The ongoing data

analysis led to many comments during the second roundtable review that,

for other projects, would normally have been addressed and settled at a

much earlier time point. During roundtable discussions, reviewers tended

to raise issues of content accuracy and completeness (which required spe-

cific expertise in the statistical conduct of clinical studies available to only

two or three people in the review) rather than address substantive rhetorical

issues. Attempting to resolve these study conduct issues distracted

reviewers from attending to the rhetorical demands of the draft. Queries

about the accuracy of data are important, but such queries should occur

before the roundtable review session so that time can be spent on strategy

as opposed to data verification.

A principal driver in the reviewers’ decision-making process was

precedent—how certain information was represented in previous docu-

ments. For example, a reviewer commented that a paragraph narrative fol-

lowing a table merely repeated what was already represented in the table;

therefore, it was redundant and should be deleted. But this recommendation

was refuted by a senior reviewer with the response, ‘‘No, do not change this

as all our CSRs do this.’’ Another reviewer commented, ‘‘This introduction

does not read exactly like the 786 study. It is better if it reads the same.’’ As
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in Case 1, then, this team tended to appeal to prior practice to justify

revisions rather than raise questions of rhetorical strategy.

Quality Assessment of Draft and Final Reports. Our document assessment of

the first and final drafts found substantial quality improvement in the final

draft. But most of these improvements came from the addition of content

and could not be attributed to review remarks and suggestions made during

the roundtable review meetings. In other words, the writer (likely with input

from key team members) improved the draft, but not in ways we could track

to reviewers’ remarks on the document and during roundtable review

sessions.

The assessor found some major communication flaws in the final report

that were not addressed at all during the review process. The greatest weak-

nesses of the report were (a) unaddressed issues related to study conduct and

(b) inadequate explanations of negative findings on a key statistical end

point. The CSR stated that 21% of subjects had a deviation from study con-

duct and design criteria defined in the protocol, and nearly 11% of subjects

had a major deviation from these criteria. The study enrolled some subjects

who were not defined per protocol as acceptable, others who failed to

receive proper test-drug kits, and still others who violated one or more of

the study conduct rules. These types of study deviations are widely recog-

nized as points of concern to regulatory agencies because the enrolled study

population may not truly represent the population targeted in the protocol.

The report also identified a large number of study subjects with implausible

laboratory test results for blood levels of the test drug. Some subjects on the

placebo arm were identified as having the test drug in their blood plasma

samples; correspondingly, some subjects on the active-drug arm presented

plasma samples that showed no trace of the drug. Additionally, some sub-

jects on the active-drug arm were identified as having the drug in their blood

plasma even before the initial doses of the drug were distributed. Such find-

ings call into question the conduct of the study. The report goes into consid-

erable detail in representing the incorrect results and suggests that the

implausible results were due to an error in the lab’s sampling process. Such

an error may be of considerable concern to a regulatory agent because it can

call into question the overall study controls and ultimately the interpretation

of the data.

In terms of report quality, the team did a good job in descriptively rep-

resenting the deviations and the implausible lab values. But the report fell

short on explaining how such deviations and implausible values could occur

and why, despite these events, the study was indeed well controlled. During
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the document-review process, none of the reviewers commented on how

these issues in the CSR should be addressed. The team’s only response to

these problems seems to be the reiteration of the following statement in the

Discussion and Conclusion sections of the report: ‘‘The study was deter-

mined to be adequate and well-controlled.’’ This statement appears four

times over four pages. The team may indeed have been trapped by the poor

study conduct, but the claim of control is neither supported by the data nor

backed by an explicit warrant. Bluntly repeating an unsupported generaliza-

tion does not make an effective argument. We reexamined the review com-

ments for both drafts of the CSR and found that no team member wrote a

comment regarding how a regulatory agent may react to the issues regard-

ing study conduct.

The report also did not adequately address its negative findings for a key

statistical end point. The Discussion section describes the statistical out-

comes for all end points except one. Instead of openly recognizing the failed

statistical test, the report describes the outcome as follows: ‘‘Drug ABC 200

mg/day showed a numerically improved treatment difference over pla-

cebo.’’ It then goes on to conclude, in what is essentially boilerplate text

used in many reports, the following: ‘‘This adequate and well-controlled

trial supports that Drug ABC 200 mg and 400 mg are each effective.’’ This

statement is difficult to support, given both the implausible lab data and the

negative statistical result for a key study end point. We did not observe any

reviewer express concern with how the company would defend this claim if

challenged by the regulatory reader, which would be highly likely. We were

surprised that multiple rounds of review did not uncover the need for an

interpretive position that would satisfy a regulatory audience.

As in Case 1, the review team made decisions about how to address study

issues or communication weaknesses by either following the precedent of what

had been stated (or not stated) in previous reports, minimizing the representa-

tion of the issue, or ignoring the issue. Our document assessment found that the

language in the report was of good quality, which is an expected outcome given

the team’s extensive focus on fine-tuning the report’s phrasing and sentences.

Unfortunately, the review team neglected the deeper issues of interpretation

and argument that persisted throughout all drafts.

Discussion

In this study, we examined document-review practices within a single phar-

maceutical company. In addition to interviewing participants, we observed

review sessions and collected and analyzed review remarks on the first and
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final drafts for two CSRs. We also evaluated the first and final drafts to

assess and compare document quality.

To summarize our findings, we found that far too much time, attention,

and commentary were directed toward low-level or local features of the

reports and that far too little time and attention were given to constructing

compelling arguments and addressing issues associated with study conduct

or results. In spite of voluminous commentary during roundtable reviews, the

quality of the reports did not seem to improve as a result of the review activ-

ities. Certainly, the reviewers corrected statements, adjusted data, and rear-

ranged information in ways that were important and made sense to them.

But what was lacking was focused attention on developing clear claims and

supporting arguments while attending to important issues of interpretation.

Also lacking was a sense of audience that would have helped the

reviewers think through the kind of work these reports must accomplish.

These reports face a highly skeptical audience of health authority agents;

these scientists read against the report, seeking inconsistencies, unresolved

issues, and unsupported conclusions. Overall, the company reviewers were

inclined to see their roles as inspecting drafts to identify mistakes or prob-

lems of data representation and narrative style rather than improving the

overall effectiveness of the reports by considering the purpose, audience,

and particular situation of the given study.

The data we collected describe review processes that are dominated by

attention to detail, with the overwhelming preponderance of the remarks

on the documents and the discussion during review sessions being con-

cerned with very local decisions about wording and correctness as opposed

to rhetorical strategy. Obviously, all classification categories leak to some

extent, and whether a comment was stylistic or rhetorical was not always

a clear matter. In all likelihood, we mischaracterized some comments, and

some comments probably do double duty, such as a stylistic edit that has

rhetorical implications. But the sheer volume of remarks across multiple

reviews makes the patterns in the data quite clear because edits and stylistic

comments so greatly outweighed any remarks that we could comfortably

classify as rhetorical.

In these two cases, the practices that informed review activities tended to

direct attention to low-level inspection as opposed to high-level strategy.

Although the company had an SOP with some good recommendations for

conducting reviews, this guidance document did not seem to affect practice.

The coordinating medical writers tended to underplay their opportunity to

focus the review, establish roles, and predetermine where they could best

place their energy. Some reviewers arrived unprepared, apparently looking
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at the draft for the first time during the review session. The common prac-

tice of going through the report page by page encouraged reviewers to focus

on local edits as opposed to global revisions, often resulting in their spend-

ing excessive time on low-level corrections as opposed to strategic or rheto-

rical thinking. Uses of technology, both Web-meeting software and review

mark-up tools, did not improve the process and often caused their own dif-

ficulties. Marshaling technologies to support review practices is possible, as

demonstrated by Swarts (2004), but in the cases we observed, the technol-

ogies did not lead to efficient or effective reviews. Possibly, the mark-up

tools themselves tend to favor minor corrections and local comments rather

than global comments on the effectiveness of a document for a given pur-

pose, audience, and situation.

We recognize that a document may need more editing comments than

rhetorical comments over the same number of pages and that editorial best

practice is to note every instance of a problem (e.g., inconsistent use of a

term or a missing comma) whereas a recurrent rhetorical issue might be

addressed only once. This difference between editing and commenting per-

haps accounts for some of the large discrepancy in the number of edits ver-

sus rhetorical comments. But we believe the real problem stems from

confusion regarding the proper roles of the subject-matter expert reviewer

and the document author or editor. Certainly, documents should be correct

and consistent in all respects, but devoting the attention of a full team of

experts to minor details is inefficient and quite costly in several respects.

We believe that reviewers need a more a refined mental model for how

to review drafts of documents—how to concentrate on the big-picture rheto-

rical concerns and set aside edits and stylistic corrections. Through obser-

vation and interviews, we have found that most reviewers work toward

one mental model of a CSR—the final published version—with the primary

goal of inspecting for correctness. Assessing the details of a document to

ensure their correctness is not the same mental activity as assessing the

argumentative or rhetorical effectiveness of a document.

We have not emphasized here the general sense of frustration that review

processes engender, though this point has been made in the literature. One

of our reviewers referred to the process as ‘‘torturous’’ while another noted

that roundtable reviews frequently stretched on for more than 5 hours.

While European participants excused themselves to go home late at night,

U.S. reviewers continued to plow through the document page by page.

Pointing to the general sense of frustration identified in the literature on

review practice, van der Geest and van Gemert (1997) reported that subjects

in various Dutch companies across three studies found reviewing to be
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‘‘cumbersome’’ (p. 445). We certainly saw similar patterns in our study. We

also saw many of the problems that Couture and Rymer (1991) identified in

their study of review in an architectural firm. They suggested that managers

and writers may have ‘‘vastly different perceptions about the function of

discourse interaction’’ (p. 106). In their study, managers saw the writing-

review session as an opportunity to correct a writer’s mistakes while writers

expected reviews to be informative. In our study, everyone seemed to see

review as corrective rather than as an opportunity to inform and realize the

potential rhetorical force of a draft report.

It would be difficult to measure specifically how the CSR documents dis-

cussed here functioned in the hands of regulatory health agents, given that

the individual reports are compiled and submitted in a dossier with other

clinical, chemical, and preclinical research reports. We do know that the

two drug products studied and reported in these CSRs were approved by

health agencies for marketing. We do not have access to information con-

cerning whether the rhetorical shortcomings that we identified in our doc-

ument assessment were raised by the health authority agents.

We do, however, have the reactions of a number of scientists at the com-

pany who have participated in document-review training. We recently used

the report from Case 2 for training purposes. The participants agreed with

our characterization of the problems in this report, particularly its shortcom-

ings in demonstrating that the study was well controlled, and they under-

stood the seriousness of such shortcomings. The training participants

concurred that the report left open the question of why such a high percent-

age of subjects were misenrolled, and they agreed that the implausible lab

values would likely cloud a reader’s judgment of study outcomes unless

those values could be explained convincingly. Many were certain that a

report with such deficiencies would indeed invite inquiry from the health

authorities. Sharing with clients our analysis in such a manner confirms our

own interpretation, a distinct advantage of this sort of action research.

Recognizing the faults in their own recent reports and gaining perspective

on the limits of their own review practices were also strong incentives for

them to attend to the training and pursue improved practices.

In our training, we encourage teams to focus during review on trou-

blesome issues that are likely to raise questions or challenges from

health authorities. Once these issues are articulated, we suggest that

teams should make certain that their documents make the best possible

case, being careful to link conclusions to supporting data and provide

warrants that connect data to claims. This process requires some imagi-

native projection: The researchers inside the company must imagine the
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reviewing behavior of a health authority agent. Although taking such an

audience-focused approach is evidently not an easy or typical behavior

for review teams, it can be an outcome of training once teams gain a

realistic perspective on their current practices and are given some ideas

and practice in new ways of working.

We do not believe that our findings for this one company are excep-

tional. Consider the data shown in Table 1, which we collected recently

from another large pharmaceutical company. In this case, a massive effort

took a report through 10 separate reviews, generating 5,485 remarks in

total. Even in the 10th round of review, 550 remarks were offered on the

near-final draft. As Figure 5 shows, a low percentage of these remarks

focused on rhetorical changes (always <10% and often <2%). The majority

of review remarks suggested low-level stylistic changes, either marked

directly on the text or offered with comments to justify the edits.

Revising Our View of Document Review. Companies need to become more

evaluative and methodical in their own work practices, in part because

the costs associated with planning, authoring, and reviewing individual

research reports are substantial. If we consider the time and costs of

authoring, reviewing, and publishing, we estimate that a final report

might range in cost from $50,000 to well over $200,000, in addition

to the direct costs of running a clinical study. Although the costs vary

widely according to study complexity and size, we estimate a cost range

between $700,000 and $3.5 million for a clinical study. Thus, these

companies have much at stake in the review process.

Because we have witnessed and documented what we believe are ineffec-

tive and inefficient review practices, in our training and consulting practice,

we recommend specific actions to encourage effective review practices:

� Articulate and rely on defined document quality standards and SOPs as

guidance for executing effective reviews. Privilege shared standards

over individual preferences.

� Define the scope, purpose, audience, data displays, and argumentative

strategy for the document before drafting. In turn, use this early docu-

ment planning to guide reviews.

� Define reviewer roles and responsibilities, acknowledging unique and

strategic expertise. Involve specific reviewers for specific purposes.

Explain to all reviewers what their roles are, where they should focus

their energies during review, and what the differences are between

being a reviewer versus being an editor.
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� Identify objectives to focus each review. Reviews might focus on the

logic of an argument and its supporting data, on critical issues of inter-

pretation, on key data displays, or on the limits of generalization with

regard to statistical and clinical significance. Problems with word

choice, style preferences, transcription accuracy, and format should

be directed to the writer or editor but not made the focus of review.

� Train review roundtable facilitators to establish and follow a meeting

agenda that encourages strategic review as opposed to a page-by-page

protocol that largely encourages editing.

As a result of the work reported here, as well as similar work in other

companies, we have changed our consulting and training approach to make

use of pooled information from several organizations. We can extend our

characterization of review practice by adding quantifiable information

about where people spend time in a document and how much energy is

given to editing as opposed to high-level rhetorical commentary. The use

of quantitative data helps support an authorial voice in training sessions.

We talk about the impact of those conditioned behaviors (i.e., to inspect and

correct) associated with typical review performance, and we stress the men-

tal discipline it takes to review a document at a strategic level. We also

0.00%
1.00%
2.00%
3.00%
4.00%
5.00%
6.00%
7.00%
8.00%
9.00%

10.00%

Figure 5. Percentage of rhetorical comments out of total review remarks per draft
of report of another pharmaceutical company. Note. QC ¼ quality control review;
Reg ¼ regulatory affairs review. Individuals from these departments reviewed the
draft following the eight team reviews.
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describe the author’s challenge of having to wade through a large volume of

edits and comments to create a next draft version. Based on the data we have

collected, we now characterize what people do when examining documents as

editing, inspecting, and reviewing, and we describe various tactics and tech-

niques that can be applied to support efficient practices. Specifically related

to CSRs, we now deploy review checklists with heuristic prompts related to

each section of the report in order to guide reviewers and encourage them to

look at global features of the document rather than pursue a low-level, page-

focused analysis. As we have always done, we encourage clients to adopt doc-

ument standards and to shape their thinking and commentary to this rubric.

Sharing results from these investigations with clients has helped. The

most noteworthy change as a result of our review assessments is that people

now appreciate that there is a significant difference between their perceived

efforts and their actual efforts. Although conditioned behaviors change

slowly, reviewer discipline has improved. Performance varies in relation

to the adaptability of project teams. Teams with strong leaders who embrace

the concepts associated with improved review practices often show dramatic

improvement. Document-development teams now recognize that a critical

performance factor is to shape group expectations regarding the review pro-

cess before starting the review. At the company described in this study, teams

often use the roundtable reviews as the first point in time in which the team

truly collaborates on strategy.

The other company we studied (see Table 1 and Figure 5) has now

deployed various metrics to track review performance. The most obvious

metric is the number of drafts required to reach a final document. Before

training, the company averaged six drafts and 18 months to document

finalization; following training of 300 employees, the company averages

three drafts, with some projects actually reaching a finished document with

two rounds of review, the stated organizational target.

We do not believe that changing nonproductive, conditioned, inefficient

practices is an easy matter, or companies would have already done so. We

do believe that recognizing nonproductive review practices and understand-

ing the causes for such practices should be an object of focus for more

organizations. We understand that collaborating to develop complex docu-

ments with sound arguments involves difficult cognitive and social prac-

tices. But if a company establishes the goal of producing quality

documentation through efficient and effective review practices, it will find

that it must do a lot of work to counter the ingrained tendencies of review

teams to focus on low-level stylistic edits as opposed to high-level rhetori-

cal concerns.
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Appendix

Document-Assessment Rubric

Standard Criteria

Purpose The document is purposeful at all levels:
� The purpose of the document (and major sections) is

clear. Explicit statements of purpose early in the document
or section help establish a clear sense of purpose.
� The document clearly achieves its purpose through

adherence to all of the document standards.
Logic The document presents a clear logic trail that makes the report

coherent:
� The goal of the reported work is clear.
� Objectives (specific and measurable tasks) are explicitly

stated, preferably early in the document.
� Variables are defined, along with the standards against

which they were assessed.
� Results lead through strong arguments to clearly stated

conclusions.
� Conclusions are explicitly related to objectives.

The practical, medical, and scientific significance of the work is
clear and confirms achievement of the goal of the work.

Arguments are formed with claims that are supported by evi-
dence and justified by reasons based on appropriate warrants
and qualifiers.

Throughout the document, decisions are justified with explicit
rationales.

Context Background information (important medical, scientific, or
technical context) provides a framework so the reader
understands the work:
� The specific expertise that shaped the work is conveyed

(the local knowledge, developed within the company, that
helps an external reader make sense of the development
work).
� The place of the work within the overall development

project is clear and information is linked to other devel-
opment studies or functions (i.e., clinical to preclinical,
CMC to clinical) as appropriate.

Information is linked to the scientific literature as appropriate.

(continued)
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Appendix (continued)

Standard Criteria

Content The information in the document is
� complete—includes everything necessary and sufficient
� relevant—connects logically to the purpose
� accurate—contains no factual errors
� precise—uses appropriate and consistent degrees of

exactness
Issues are identified (preferably early in the document) and

resolved with clear messages in appropriate locations.
There is a good balance between general ‘‘big-picture’’

information and detail.
The document conforms with relevant regulatory and

corporate guidelines.
Organization Main messages, summary statements, or conclusions appear at

the beginning of sections and paragraphs.
Document sections, especially Introduction, Results, or

Discussion, are organized deductively, from general to
specific, from most important to least important.

Other sections are well organized, for example:
� Procedural steps are sequential.
� Safety analyses may have a conventional order (as dictated

by the World Health Organization).
Organizational devices guide the reader:
� Table of Contents
� Usable headers, footers, and pagination
� Numbered, informative headings
� Explicit internal and external references

Presentation Information is presented in the most appropriate form (text,
table, or figure) to help reader access and comprehension:
� Page layout is inviting and makes information easily

accessible.
� Format (bullets, boldface, etc.) emphasizes important

information.
� Visuals (tables and figures) display, emphasize, or clarify

important points.
Visuals are introduced in the text with comments that focus

readers on key elements.
Each visual should do the following:
� convey a clear message
� use effective design, free of visual clutter
� have a clear, informative title with helpful numbering
� contain clear and useful labels, legends, and interpretive

comments
� stand alone

(continued)
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